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The future of war pertains to war as a future instrument of policy while future warfare unfolds from how wars of the 

future are to be conducted. Both phenomena contain dynamics that contribute to explaining particular alternative 

futures. The future of war and its conduct through future warfare also demarcate much of contemporary debates 

about the future use of armed forces. Matters of altemative military futures, future war and warfare are not 

important per se. However, the contemporary quest for peace, stability, prosperity, and wealth of humanity is 

historic in kind and one that raised a perSistent interest in the unfolding of military futures and its destructive 

potential. Hence, the lingering concern with military futures in order to prevent destructive futures through the 

intimate relationship between humanity and war. In this article, the author finds no dominant theory or quasi

theory that explains convincingly the future demise of war and the subsequent rise of warless futures. None of 

the arguments presented are immune from substantial criticism. Consequently a number of alternatives 

concerning future warfare remain visible. Although progress to lessen destruction is observable from the 

investigation of rising forms of future warfare, an emergent new warrior class and context for warfare perpetuates 

the difficulty of removing war as a policy option and its execution through different forms of warfare. 

INTRODUCTION 

If past matters of war and warfare can be studied, why not its future? The obvious answer to this question could 

simply be: "Because it has not yet transpired." In spite of this seemingly logical answer and a stern warning to 

this effect by Gray (2005), matters of military futures and future warfare remain on the security agendas of states 

and entities beyond the state. In spite of traditional objections to war, this latter observation is nowadays 

challenged by the growing saliency of international humanitarian and legal regimes. These regimes tie in with 

traditional objections embedded in prosperity and stability to terminate the scourge of war, protect the vulnerable, 

promote peace and effect more prosperous futures for humanity. The growing saliency of these calls demands 

some explanation of two phenomena that tend to upset linear expectations concerning alternative futures: future 

war and future warfare. 

The central tenet of this paper is to explain alternative military futures by outlining theories on removing war as a 

policy instrument and the alternatives of future warfare that follow in its wake. To this end, ideas and quasi

theories are presented on how to remove war from the strategic landscape and the quest for warless and 

prosperous futures. Recognising that warless futures are not eminent, alternatives on future warfare are outlined 

that either support, or oppose the removal of war. In conclusion, some remarks are presented on shifting from 

destructive to constructive alternative military futures in order to support the prosperity over war hypothesis. 
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURES: THE MILITARY NEXUS 

Military matters and the search for peaceful and prosperous futures can hardly be considered separately as the 

military-futures nexus can be traced back in history. In this nexus, war functioned as an early indicator that 

societies change over time and that these changes need to be studied within their futures context. (Kressley, 

1997:3). It is perhaps not by chance that a soldier, the Greek general Thuecydides, is cited as influential in 

establishing the idea of changing futures through his accurate reporting of military events such as the long 

Peloponnesian War (431-404 BC) (World Futures Society, c1999:1/11). 

A review of certain futures publications offers further insights into military futures and the role of armed forces. In 

a regular column by Clarke in the journal Futures that spans approximately 15 years, the persistent quest can be 

observed to understand alternative futures also within a military context (Clarke, 1967). In this regard, not only 

early publications,1 but also the rise of science fiction and its military slant feature quite prominently - a practice 

persisting up to the 21 st century (Gray, 1994). From a futures perspective the primary interest in military futures 

turns upon its destructive potential and the imperative to contain or prevent devastation by better understanding 

the alternatives it entails. Within futures theory, this understanding unfolded as alternatives and optimism 

embedded in the elimination of ruinous military alternatives and steering them towards less destructive and even 

constructive futures that promote wealth, prosperity, and peace. 

Probing and contending with alternative military futures emanate in part from the debates dominating future 

warfare and the future of war. Whilst future warfare unfolds through ongOing processes of military change 

effected by innovation and diffusion of thoughts and technological artefacts, the future war debate continuous at 

the theoretical level, but is less salient, submerged in political rhetoric and increasingly focused upon the demise 

of war. 

THE FUTURE OF WAR 

One early, but nonetheless prominent view on future war emerges from The Future of War by Bloch whose 1899 

views were commemorated during 1999 in The Hague (Prins and Tromp, (eds), 2000:xi).2 Bloch held that 

interstate wars could not continue amidst the increase in destructive power and lethality of the means of war. 

Although viewed as a utopian, visionary or idealist, Bloch maintained that wars by heavily armed great powers 

fighting for victory with deadly arms and mobilised societies held the seeds of their future collapse. Bloch viewed 

the anticipated destruction of lives by technological artefacts to ultimately erode the social and political will to 

settle disputes through war (interstate war in particular) (Stead in Prins and Tromp (eds), 2000:19-20). As a 

social phenomenon war also merged increasingly with the non-military sphere and could no longer be considered 

a singular deciding matter (Werner in Prins and Tromp (eds), 2000:87). Destruction of, and costs for society, 

became viewed as serious obstacles to war as a way to conduct the affairs of state (Stead in Prins and Tromp 

(eds),2000:43).3 

1 
The Battle of Dorking (depicting future destruction), Tanks. The Land Ironclads (future armoured warfare) , The War of the Worlds (warfare 

against aliens), The War in the Air, (aerial warfare of the future) The Stricken Nation (chemical and biological warfare) and The Great War of 189-
are but some early examples of publications on future war as reflected in the work of Clarke. 

2 This commemoration coincided not only with the centenary of Bloch's contribution, but also with other ideas and thoughts that emanated from 
The Hague Peace Conference (1899) that sought to abolish war. 

3 Taken from original interview with Bloch and published in Prins, G. Tromp, H. (eds), 2002, The Future of War, Kluwer Law International, London, 
et al. 






















